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Daili Tour: Bai Minority

Dali is a must-see when you travel to Yunnan areas. The distinct architecture and the noted "Three Courses
of Tea" ceremony attract many people every year, but these are not all of Dali. See what the reputable
China Connection Tours can bring you…

Jan. 2, 2009 - PRLog -- Daili Tour: Bai Minority

Bai Minority has the largest population in Dali, Yunnan, most concentrated in the Dali Bai Autonomous
Prefecture. Before the establishment of Bai Autonomous Prefecture in 1949, local people called themselves
“Bai Family” or “Bai People”. Bai minority lies on agriculture, and nowadays, tourism has been an
economy support. 

For visitors coming to Dali, the traditional life and building become their main purpose of visiting. Xizhou
may be the most popular places to enjoy Bai People’s local ethnic clothes, decorative architectures, gifted
gardens and amazing handicrafts. Located at only 18 kilometers north of Dali, Xizhou faces Erhai on the
east and rests on Cangshan in the west. It's not only a historically famous city but also a typical commercial
center of Bai Nationality.

For each  Dali tour Dali tour http://www.china-tour.cn/Dali-Tours/DT-PDT02S.htm, a visit to the Yan’s
Compound of Bai Minority in Xizhou is a must. Entering Xizhou, capacious courtyard and peaceful streets
treat visitors with peace and elegance which were typical in the ancient times. The Yan's compound lies in
the central part of Xizhou. It is made up of five courtyards from north to south, including Sanfangyizhaobi
(compounds with three houses on each side and a screen wall facing the main house), Sihewutianjing
(compounds with four houses in the center and five light wells in each corner) and an independent
three-storied western-style building. Each of the houses puts great emphasis on designing the front gate of
the compound, because it shows the owner's economic status and also is the symbol of bringing honor to his
ancestor. Doors, windows and walls are designed delicately and beautifully. The doors and windows are
engraved with the figures of different birds and flowers. The walls are decorated with wash paintings. All
of these reveal the superb skills and creative talents of the Bai Nationality.

Besides visiting the Bai-style architectures, visitors also have chances to touch the living styles of the local
people, taste their special food, and drink their unique tea. "Three Courses of Tea" ceremony is very dainty;
it's different from other Chinese tea. The first course smells a little bitter; the second course is a bit sweet
(adding candy and walnut pieces in it); and the third course is memorable (with condiments in it). Maybe
you have drunk black tea, green tea, jasmine tea or other kinds of Chinese tea, but "three courses of tea"
gives you a different feel. It's just like life, bitter first and sweet later. You must taste slowly. Meanwhile,
when you taste the tea, you can also enjoy the Bai's singing and dancing performances, and take part in
some local evenings and activities. In the day-time, you can go to the commercial center to buy what you
want, such as marble wares, which enjoy great popularity among the visitors. 

The Bai is a minority reveling in art. The Yan's compound stands for the Bai's traditional residential
characteristics and is a combination of Chinese and western architectural style. In 1987, it was announced
by the State Council to be one of the third group of State Monuments.

# # #

China Connection Tours, an excellent China tour operator , has over twenty-years of experience in tour
operating and specializes in custom China tours for individuals and groups; offers more than 300 China tour
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packages: Classical China tours, Yangtze tours, Yunnan tours ...
Tel: (800) 320 9088 (for US & Canada area, 7 X 24 services) 
+86 (29) 8765 0440 (local number, 7 X 24 services)
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